
Key Features

ZenduCAM from Gofleet is our best-in-class Intelligent 
Cloud-Based Dash Camera Solution that collects and 
analyses data from connected fleets using the power of AI 
and advanced driver-assistance systems (ADAS) 
technologies. The scalable platform allows fleet managers 
to maintain complete control over their resources by offering 
detailed insights on fleet location, driver behavior, engine 
diagnostics, and fleet activity.



ZenduCAM’s Dash Cameras are powered by an industry-
leading AI processor and advanced ADAS and DSC 
algorithms, that helps fleet managers reduce accidents, 
detect unsafe driving, and provide real-time feedback and 
coaching with unrivaled accuracy and speed.

Inbuilt Driver 
Communication and 
Coaching:

Built-in mic and speaker with echo 
and noise-canceling features to 
provide instant audio-visual feedback

Enhanced DSC 
and Face AI 
Features

Built-in AI processor and fully HD road 
and driver-facing lens, along with DSC, 
and Face AI capabilities to captures 
and analyzes critical driving violations

Real-Time 
Reporting of 
Distraction Events


Advanced GPS and ADAS technology 
along with 6-axis gravity sensor to 
detect and record high-risk events

Alerts on irregular 
events

Such as entering/leaving predefined 
Geo locations, unauthorized vehicle 
operation, driving during off hours, etc.

Easy Installation with 
Multi-channel 
Connectivity

Rugged and compact exterior shell 
with plug-and-play installation 
capabilities along with seamless 3rd 
party sensor, and camera integration

24x7 Audio with Video 
Capture and Backup

Built-in Wi-Fi and cellular capabilities to 
access real-time video footage long with 
cloud backup facilities to store critical 
video footage

Track driver behvieor

to make driving safer

and much more

Head Position

Eye Opening Level

ZenduCAM
Intelligent and Powered Dash 
Camera Series

ZenduCAM dash camera has assisted us in 
reducing driving incidents by 20%. With 
ZenduCAM's driver scorecard and incentive 
programmes, we have noticed a decrease in 
driving incidents as well as an increase in 
drivers' general conduct.

Seat Belt DetectionBurnbrae Farms
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ZenduCam ADAS D+2

ZenduCam ADAS S+2

ZenduCam ADAS D+1

ZenduCam LITE D

ZenduCam LITE S

ZenduCam ADAS with 4 
cahnnel configuration

ZenduCam ADAS with 3 
channel configuration

ZenduCam ADAS with 3 
channel configuration

ZenduCam Lite D with Dual 
Channel Configuration

ZenduCam LITE S with Single 
channel configuration

Risk Detection

Risk Detection

Risk Detection

Risk Detection

Risk Detection

Next Generation 4 Channel Dashcamera for 
High Performing Customers

Next Generation 3 Channel Dashcamera for 
High Performing Customers

Reliable 3 Channel Dashcam with Advanced 
DMS Capability

Affordable and Powerful Dual Channel 
Dashcam

Affordable and Powerful Single Channel 
Dashcam

Built-in ADAS and DCS along 
with 6-axis gravity sensor, 
supporting AI event detection

Built-in ADAS and DCS along 
with 6-axis gravity sensor, 
supporting AI event detection

Built-in ADAS and DCS along 
with 6-axis gravity sensor, 
supporting AI event detection

6-axis gravity sensor for real-
time harsh driving and 
accident risk detection

6-axis gravity sensor for real-
time harsh driving and 
accident risk detection

Benefits

Dash Camera Portfolio

Reduction in 
accidents caused 
due to driver 
distractions

Real time visibility into 
driver behavior and real 
time communication to 
improve driving 
behaviors

Avoid false insurance 
claims & exonerate 
drivers with video 
evidence stored on 
cloud

Curated dashboard 
to get reports on 
fleet performance, 
fuel usage, driver 
performance and 
so on.
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